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Abstract: The M2 protein, a proton channel, from Influenza A has been structurally characterized

by X-ray diffraction and by solution and solid-state NMR spectroscopy in a variety of membrane
mimetic environments. These structures show substantial backbone differences even though they

all present a left-handed tetrameric helical bundle for the transmembrane domain. Variations in the

helix tilt influence drug binding and the chemistry of the histidine tetrad responsible for acid
activation, proton selectivity and transport. Some of the major structural differences do not arise

from the lack of precision, but instead can be traced to the influences of the membrane mimetic

environments. The structure in lipid bilayers displays unique chemistry for the histidine tetrad,
which binds two protons cooperatively to form a pair of imidazole-imidazolium dimers. The

resulting interhistidine hydrogen bonds contribute to a three orders of magnitude enhancement in
tetramer stability. Integration with computation has provided detailed understanding of the

functional mechanism for proton selectivity, conductance and gating of this important drug target.

Keywords: membrane proteins; membrane mimetics; M2 proton channel; Influenza A; molecular
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Introduction
Helical membrane proteins have presented a great

challenge for structural biology because of their

weak tertiary/quaternary structural stability, as well

as the difficulties associated with protein expression,

purification and sample preparation. The weak terti-

ary/quaternary structural stability is a result of

their highly hydrophobic amino acid compositions in

the transmembrane (TM) domains and the uniform-

ity of the secondary structure.1,2 With the amide
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hydrogen bonding capacity being largely satisfied by

the helical structures, the scarcity of charged and

large polar sidechains provides minimal opportunity

for specific tertiary (and quaternary) interactions

compared with water-soluble proteins [4.8% versus

14.0%, Fig. 1(A)]. However, the high abundance of

Gly residues, and, to a lesser extent, Pro residues, in

the TM helices provides unique opportunities for

stabilizing tertiary (and quaternary) structures.5,6

The use of Gly residues for tertiary and quaternary

structural stability was recently reassessed.3 In

native-like TM domain structures, conserved Gly

residues rarely face the lipid interstices, as doing so

would expose the backbone polar groups; instead

many of the Gly residues participate in close helix-

helix packing. A comparison of the amino-acid com-

positions in the interior positions versus surface

positions in the TM domains [Fig. 1(B)] shows that

Gly, as well as amino acids with short nonpolar (i.e.,

Ala) and polar (i.e., Ser, Thr, and Asn) sidechains,

favor interior positions over surface positions,

whereas amino acids with long nonpolar sidechains

(i.e., Ile, Leu, and Phe) favor surface positions.

This distribution clearly suggests that close packing

of helices is of paramount importance for tertiary

and quaternary structural stability, resulting in

enhanced van der Waals interactions and backbone-

backbone electrostatic interactions, such as CaH

hydrogen bonding between helices.7 Relative to the

interior of water-soluble proteins, Gly in the internal

positions of the native-like TM domains shows a

threefold enrichment [Fig. 1(A)], clearly indicating

the exceptional role of the smallest amino acid.

As Anfinsen recognized several decades ago, a

protein structure results from the totality of interac-

tions within the protein and between the protein

and its environment.8 There is no other class of pro-

teins for which this statement is more important

than for membrane proteins where the intraprotein

interactions are weak and the interactions with the

heterogeneous and anisotropic environment are sub-

stantial. Sanders has recently pointed out that the

Figure 1. Amino acid compositions of helical membrane proteins and water-soluble proteins. For the membrane proteins, 26

structures assessed to be native-like3 were used and only residues positioned in the membrane hydrophobic region (distance

from membrane mid-plane <10 Å) were analyzed. For the water-soluble proteins, 2148 nonhomologous chains4 were used

and buried helical positions were analyzed. (A) Compositional difference in buried helical positions between the membrane

proteins and water-soluble proteins. (B) Compositional difference between buried and surface positions in the membrane

proteins. Amino acids are ordered according to the latter compositional difference.
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lipid composition for a given membrane protein can

vary significantly over the lifetime of the functional

protein,9 yet there are many biophysical properties

of the membrane environment that remain largely

unchanged despite variations in the lipid composi-

tion. For instance, the bilayer nature of the

membrane, the hydrophobicity of the membrane in-

terstices, and the hydrophobic thickness are to a

very large extent invariant to the natural lipid com-

position that occurs during much of the life cycle of

a typical cell. Synthetic lipid bilayers can model

these biophysical properties well, whereas other

membrane mimetics do less well. Detergent micelles

have a monolayer structure, reduced hydrophobicity,

and a malleable hydrophobic thickness, and thus do

not constrain a TM helix to span the dimension of a

native membrane.10 Monomeric detergent molecules

co-exist with detergent micelles at concentrations

that are approximately 106-fold greater than mono-

meric lipids that co-exist with lipid bilayers.11 Such

high concentrations of monomeric detergents can

result in deformation of water-soluble regions of the

protein or detergent penetration into the TM domain

in a nonnative-like way. Detergents in a crystal lat-

tice may or may not constrain the proteins in

bilayer-like layers; often the hydrophobicity of the

crystal lattice is weak and the hydrophobic thickness

can be thin.12 In such a high protein concentration

environment, crystal contacts can significantly

perturb the protein structure, especially since the

tertiary and quaternary structure has relatively low

stability. In short, the choice of membrane mimetics

is important and structures determined in deter-

gent-based mimetics especially need validation.

Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy is a tool

for characterizing structures and dynamics of mole-

cules that do not undergo isotropic motions on the

NMR timescales. Consequently, this technique is

appropriate for observing membrane proteins in lipid

bilayers, either in liposomes via magic angle spin-

ning (MAS) spectroscopy or in planar bilayers by ori-

ented sample (OS) spectroscopy. MAS spectroscopy

can yield torsion angle restraints from the isotropic

chemical shifts of C0, Ca, and Cb, and short-range

distances. In the TM domains of helical membrane

proteins, interhelical distances between sidechains

are difficult to obtain, because of the uniformity of

the environment resulting in nearly identical fre-

quencies for all the sidechain resonances of a given

residue type (e.g., Leu). However, from anisotropic

chemical shifts and dipolar interactions, OS spectros-

copy can determine precise orientations of atomic

sites in a protein relative to the bilayer normal. Such

orientational restraints can be used to determine the

tilt and rotation angles of each helix, thereby greatly

reducing the need for interhelical distance

restraints. Recently, it has been shown that orienta-

tional restraints can also be obtained from MAS

spectroscopy.13 As a consequence of orientational

restraints, sparse distance restraints obtained from

the unique or rare residue types in the TM helices

can provide the remaining necessary restraints for a

high-resolution structural characterization.14–16,38

Here, we use the M2 protein from Influenza A

virus as a model system to illustrate the challenges

and techniques for gaining a native-like structure

and a detailed functional understanding of a drug

target. Like many viral proteins, the M2 protein has

more than one function even though the amino-acid

sequence is only 97 residues long (Fig. 2). The func-

tional oligomeric state is a tetramer. It has long

been known as a proton-selective channel21 and as a

protein that binds the M1 protein on the viral inte-

rior.20 More recently its role in viral budding has

become well documented.22,23 The channel activity is

associated with a single TM helix that as a tetramer

forms a pore, which is interrupted by the H37xxxW41

sequence in the C-terminal half of the TM helix

(Fig. 2), a characteristic motif for Influenza proton

channels.24 It is the unique chemistry of this

H37xxxW41 quartet that accounts for acid activation,

proton selectivity and gating of the channel. While

the function of the N-terminal 22 amino acids is not

well characterized, the C-terminal 35 amino acids

are associated with binding the M1 protein. The

structure for neither of these terminal segments are

known for M2 from Influenza A (AM2), but the C-

terminal segment of the Influenza B M2 protein

(BM2), which has no sequence homology with the

counterpart of AM2, has been characterized as well

as a complex with the M1 protein.25 Between the

TM helix and the M1-binding segment of AM2 is an

amphipathic helix (residues 47–62) that is located in

the membrane inner interface and is important for

viral budding.22,23 It is thought that this amphi-

pathic helix induces membrane curvature required

for viral budding that arises from raft-like domains

rich in cholesterol and sphingomyelin. The amphi-

pathic helix appears to have a cholesterol recogni-

tion amino acid consensus (CRAC) motif26 indicative

of a cholesterol binding site, and Cys50 in the am-

phipathic helix is known to be palmitylated (Fig. 2),

a post-translational modification that is sometimes

found to accompany cholesterol binding.27 The com-

bination of the TM and amphipathic helices, known

as the conductance domain, in synthetic lipid

bilayers appears to contain all of the residues and

interactions with the environment necessary for

achieving the detailed conductance properties of the

native protein in oocytes.18

Along with the significant progress in experi-

mental structural characterization, there have been

important developments in computational modeling

of the structure, dynamics, and gating mechanism of

the M2 protein. In many ways M2 can be viewed as

a success story in integrating experiment and
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computation for achieving detailed structural and

functional understanding of a highly dynamic mem-

brane protein.

M2 Protein Structures

From more than a dozen structures of the Influenza

A M2 protein using X-ray crystallography, solution

and solid-state NMR spectroscopy as well as struc-

tural data from infrared spectroscopy, it is now pos-

sible to glean a considerable understanding of the

influence of membrane mimetic environments on

membrane protein structure.10,28 An assortment of

these structures is shown in Figure 3; Table I

presents detailed information about the samples and

the methods of characterization as well as some key

structural features. Despite the fact that these struc-

tures are not of the full-length protein, there has

been considerable structural and functional valida-

tion of the constructs and of the use of synthetic

lipid bilayers as models of the native membrane

environment. As a result there are numerous

important ramifications for the structures of helical

membrane proteins determined in a wide range of

detergent-based membrane mimetics that are being

deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).

Even before the first experimental structure for

the M2 TM domain was determined, molecular mod-

eling was used, in conjunction with experimental

Figure 2. The amino acid sequence and functional domains of the C50S M2 protein from Influenza A virus. The N-terminal

22 amino acids have an unknown function, but could include tetramer stabilization via inter-chain disulfide bond formation of

Cys17 and Cys19.17 Amino acids 23–46 form a TM helix, with the signature H37xxxW41 motif located in the C-terminal half;

amino acids 47–62 form an amphipathic helix. The TM and amphipathic helices, in the tetrameric form, produce the channel

properties of the full-length protein.18 The structure (2L0J) of this conductance domain, characterized and refined in liquid

crystalline lipid bilayers,19 is shown in spacing-filling mode for the sidechains of three chains and as a yellow ribbon for the

fourth chain. Some of the key residues are labeled. The C-terminal 35 amino acids bind the M1 protein.20 An interactive view

is available in the electronic version of the article.
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restraints (such as from cysteine scanning or site-

directed infrared dichroism), to build structural

models.29–32

The first M2 protein structures in the PDB were

deposited in 2002 of the TM helix monomer and

tetramer showing a left-handed helical bundle with

Val27, Ser31, Gly34, His37, and Trp41 lining the

pore [1MP6 and 1NYJ; Fig. 3(A)],33,34 based on high-

resolution OS ssNMR spectroscopy of the polypep-

tide backbone in synthetic lipid bilayers. The helix

tilt of 38� was greater than previously envisioned

based on cross-linking studies35 and molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations.30 However, the helix tilt

and rotation angles of the four-fold symmetric heli-

ces were consistent with site-directed infrared

dichroism results from a few labeled sites.32 In 2007

Figure 3. Structures of M2 protein constructs obtained by solid-state NMR spectroscopy in synthetic lipid bilayers, solution

NMR spectroscopy in detergent micelles, and X-ray crystallography in detergent-based crystals. (A) 1NYJ. (B) 2KQT, with

amantadine bound in the pore. (C) 3BKD. (D) 3LBW. (E) 2RLF, with each chain having a rimantadine molecule bound at an

external site. (F) 2L0J. (G) 2KWX. See Table 1 for additional information.

Table I. Information for Various M2 protein Structures

PDB ID Construct Environment pH X-ray or NMR Drug Helix tilt angle (�)a

1NYJ Ser22-Leu46 DMPC bilayer 7.0 ssNMR 38
2H95 Ser22-Leu46 DMPC bilayer 8.8 ssNMR AMT in pore 30 N; 21 C
2KQT Ser22-Leu46 DMPC bilayer 7.5 ssNMR AMT in pore 32 N; 18 C
2L0J Ser22-Gly62 (C50S) DOPC/DOPE bilayer 7.5 ssNMR 32 N; 22 C
3BKD Ser22-Leu46 (I33SeM) OG/PEG bilayer-like 7.3 X-ray (2.05 Å) 33
3C9J Ser22-Leu46 (G34A) OG/PEG bilayer-like 5.3 X-ray (3.5 Å) AMT in pore 36
3LBW Pro25-Leu46 (G34A) OG/PEG bilayer-like 6.5 X-ray (1.65 Å) 32 N; 17 C
2RLF Arg18-Lys60 (C50S) DHPC micelles 7.5 solution NMR RMT in ext site 16
2KWX Arg18-Lys60 (V27A, C50S) DHPC micelles 7.5 solution NMR 15

a Tilt angles were calculated using residues 23 to 46 for the TM helix or using residues 23 to 32 and 35 to 46 separately for
the N-terminal and C-terminal halves when a kink near Gly34 is apparent. Fewer residues were used when terminal resi-
dues were either missing or not helical; these exceptions were: 2H95, starting at residue 24 and ending at residue 43; and
2KQT and 3C9J, both starting at residue 24; 2H95 and 3LBW each had two residues added at the N-terminus, by modeling
after 2KQT and 2L0J, respectively. SeM, selenomethionine; OG, octylglucoside; PEG, polyethylene glycol; AMT, amanta-
dine; RMT, rimantadine.
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the structure of the same construct in the presence

of the antiviral drug amantadine was published

(2H95).36 The primary structural influence of drug

binding was to induce a kink in the TM helix just

below what was presumed to be the binding site,

Gly34. The kink had only a small effect on the tilt of

the N-terminal portion of the helix, but reduced the

tilt of the C-terminal portion to 21�.

Since the early computational efforts in model

building, both the parameterization for explicit

representation of lipid molecules in molecular

mechanics force fields and our ability to carry out

MD simulations in an explicit membrane have

improved significantly. A fruit borne of the ever

more realistic representation of the lipid environ-

ment was seen in a 2008 study.37 In the MD simula-

tions of the M2 TM domain starting from both the

2002 ssNMR structure in the absence of a drug

molecule [1NYJ; Fig. 3(A)]34 and the 2007 ssNMR

structure in the presence of amantadine (2H95),36

the packing of the helix bundle tightened, resulting

in a distinct reduction in the pore size, in line with

the more recent ssNMR and X-ray crystal structures

[Fig. 3(D,F)]. Moreover, the Val27 sidechains were

found to extend into the pore to form a constriction,

leading to the proposition of a secondary gate.37 This

secondary-gate configuration of Val27 has been

confirmed in all recent structures.

The 2007 TM domain structure in the presence

of amantadine was later refined by Cady et al. with

MAS ssNMR-derived distance measurements

between helices as well as between the helices and

the drug, positioning the drug in the pore [2KQT;

Fig. 3(B)].38 In 2010 the structure of the M2 con-

ductance domain was characterized by OS ssNMR

and refined by restrained MD simulations in the

same explicit lipid bilayer (2L0J; Fig. 2).19 The TM

helical bundle was more tightly packed than in the

original 2002 structure [Fig. 3(A,F)]. The amphi-

pathic helices were positioned in the membrane

interface with the hydrophobic residues facing into

the lipid hydrophobic region and the numerous

charged residues (dominated by lysine and arginine

residues) interacting with the lipid headgroups (Fig.

2). Furthermore, the Ser50 residue (replacing the

native Cys50) is positioned so that its hydroxyl is at

a level in the bilayer consistent with the glycerol

backbone of the lipids, an appropriate position for

palmitylation.

In 2008 the first X-ray crystal structures of the

M2 TM helices were solved, showing a tetrameric

left-handed bundle (consistent with the ssNMR

structures) both in the absence [3BKD; Fig. 3(C)]

and presence of amantadine (3C9J).39 The latter

structure also bore a stabilizing mutation, G34A.

However, both structures appeared to be signifi-

cantly perturbed by the membrane mimetic environ-

ment, as evidenced by the severe splaying of the TM

helices and, in the case of 3BKD, the presence of

octylglucoside and polyethylene glycol in the pore

and the interhelical interface. The same G34A

mutant at a slightly lower pH without drug was

characterized in 2010 [3LBW; Fig. 3(D)],40 present-

ing a better packed tetrameric structure, with no

detergent in the pore or interhelical interface. The

backbone structure of 3LBW is very similar to the

TM helical bundle of 2L0J characterized in lipid

bilayers (Ca RMSD of 0.6 Å for P25-W41), but the

H37xxxW41 sidechain conformations are different

(Fig. 4).

Also in 2008 the first solution NMR structure of

M2 was determined in DHPC micelles, providing the

first structure of the conductance domain [2RLF;

Fig. 3(E)].42 This structure had the surprising result

that the antiviral drug rimantadine did not bind in

the pore but to an external site on each chain of the

tetramer, facing what would be the viral membrane

inner interfacial region. Moreover, the amphipathic

helix was not positioned in the membrane interface

[Fig. 3(E,F)], but formed a separate water-soluble

four-helix bundle that was completely H/D

exchangeable. The latter observation was in contrast

to H/D exchange results from the full-length protein

in lipid bilayers.43 As noted above, in the 2KQT

structure refined by Cady et al. from 2H95, the pore

was identified as the primary drug binding site [Fig.

3(B)].38 The external drug-binding site appeared to

be in conflict with a variety of studies, including

stoichiometry experiments,44 but with the 2010

ssNMR structure for the conductance domain (2L0J)

it was realized that, when the amphipathic helix

binds to the membrane interface, the potential drug

binding site suggested by the solution NMR struc-

ture becomes occluded by two hydrophobic amino

acids.19 Also in 2010 a drug resistant mutant (V27A)

of the conductance domain was characterized in the

same DHPC micelles [2KWX; Fig. 3(G)].45 This time

the amphipathic helix was found to bind in the mi-

cellar interfacial region. In 2011 Pielak et al. came

around with a rimantadine-bound structure of an

AM2-BM2 chimera for the TM domain, showing the

drug in the pore (2LJC).46 The controversy regard-

ing the drug binding site now seems firmly settled

on the pore site.

Amphipathic helices that interact with the lipid

interfacial region take advantage of the steep dielec-

tric and water concentration gradients between the

hydrophobic core and lipid headgroup region. This is

also where the largest feature of the lateral pressure

profile is located.47 In detergent micelles these gra-

dients and the lateral pressure profile are much

weaker. In addition, the curvature of the monolayer

surface may further influence the propensity of am-

phipathic helices to interact with the detergent

interfacial region. Apparently, for the M2 conduct-

ance domain the interaction of the amphipathic
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helices with the lipid environment is much stronger

than with the DHPC micelle, where these helices

form a water soluble bundle as in 2RLF [Fig.

3(E)].42 On the other hand, the solution NMR struc-

ture of the V27A mutant [2KWX; Fig. 3(G)] had the

amphipathic helices interacting with the detergent

interfacial region, with the same helix rotation, but

somewhat different helix tilt, lateral position, and

depth compared with the structure obtained in the

bilayer environment [2L0J; Fig. 3(F)]. Potentially,

this helix has different preferred orientations when

it is in the mature virion (conducting protons) and

when it is facilitating viral budding by inducing

bilayer curvature.

It now seems clear that the TM helices form a

tetrameric structure similar to the 2002 structure

(1NYJ: Fig. 3(A)], but with somewhat tighter pack-

ing and somewhat smaller tilt angles for the helices

relative to the pore axis (32� for the N-terminal half;

Table I), as visualized in the recent ssNMR and X-

ray structures [2L0J and 3LBW; Fig. 3(F,D)]. In

both of the solution NMR structures (2RLF and

2KWX; Fig. 3(E,G)], the TM helices in DHPC

micelles have much smaller tilt angles (16� and 15�,

respectively) relative to the pore axis. The result is

that the secondary gate formed by the Val27 resi-

dues, first identified through MD simulations,37

appears to be more tightly shut than when the heli-

ces are tilted at a 32� angle as in 2L0J and 3LBW.

In the native membrane the protein and membrane

environment are likely to be mutually involved in

determining the hydrophobic dimension of the pro-

tein. Detergent micelles are much more adaptable to

the hydrophobic dimension presented by the mem-

brane protein than a lipid bilayer. Consequently,

while amantadine and rimantadine bind to M2 in

the pore when it is in the virion, these drugs do not

bind to WT M2 in the pore when it is in DHPC

micelles (as in 2RLF), potentially because of the

small helix tilt angles that close the secondary gate

too tightly for the drug to enter.

Interestingly, these structural results showing

different tilts for the M2 TM helices are not a reflec-

tion of the structural precision for the X-ray, solution

or ssNMR structures. Although the 3C9J crystal

structure has only 3.5 Å resolution, the 3BKD struc-

ture is high resolution at 2.05 Å. The 3LBW struc-

ture is even better at 1.65 Å, but the 7.4 Å RMSD

between the latter two structures does not reflect

this enhancement in resolution. Similarly, the resolu-

tion of the solution NMR structures is good enough

to define the tilt for M2 TM helices in the NMR sam-

ple, and via the orientational restraints of OS ssNMR

there is accuracy within 2� in the characterization of

helix tilt even in liquid crystalline lipid bilayers.2

This emphasizes the need for membrane mimetics

that are similar to the native membrane in restrain-

ing the membrane protein structure. So although the

Figure 4. Conformations of the H37xxxW41 quartet in the ssNMR structure 2L0J19 and X-ray structure 3LBW,40 shown in both

side and top views. (A) The dimer of dimers conformation in 2L0J was refined by QM/MM calculations based on significantly

downfield-shifted imidazolium 15Nd1 and 15Ne2 resonances, obtained in lipid bilayers, that indicated strong imidazole-

imidazolium hydrogen bonds at pH 7.5.41 (B) The fourfold symmetric conformation in 3LBW was from the TM domain in an

octylglucoside and polyethylene glycol preparation at pH 6.5. Both structures show the Trp41 residues forming a basket as a

gate for proton conductance. An interactive view is available in the electronic version of the article.
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orientational restraints from ssNMR do not define all

of the sidechain conformations in the TM helices, the

precision in determining the tilt of the helices is

equivalent to the precision in a high-resolution X-ray

structure, but with the sample for the ssNMR struc-

ture in a native-like bilayer environment. Of course,

detergent-based crystals can also produce native-like

structures, as in 3LBW [Fig. 3(D)].

Over the years considerable MAS spectral

results have been published supporting the TM heli-

cal structure, amantadine binding site, and confirm-

ing which residues are facing the pore.48,49 In 2012

the 13C MAS resonances of the TM helix of the con-

ductance domain were substantially assigned and

multiple distance restraints observed, confirming

the 2010 ssNMR structure 2L0J.14 In addition, the

first MAS spectra of the full-length M2 protein have

been obtained,15 showing that the conformations of

the TM helices are the same in the conductance do-

main and in the full-length protein. In addition,

MAS spectra of the full-length protein directly

observed in Escherichia coli membranes has been

obtained where the protein was inserted into the

membrane via the cellular machinery and was never

exposed to detergents. Once again the spectra were

the same as that observed for the full-length protein

that had been isolated from E. coli, purified in deter-

gents and reconstituted into synthetic lipids. This

provided excellent validation for the structure

obtained in synthetic lipid bilayers.

Drug Binding Kinetics and Drug-Resistant
Mutations

Amantadine and rimantadine have been on the mar-

ket as antiflu pharmaceuticals for decades until

recently, when the seasonal flu and the recent swine

flu pandemic presented M2 as the S31N drug resist-

ant strain. The binding rate constant of amantadine

for the wild-type M2 is 600 M–1 s–1, much lower than

the diffusion-controlled limit, but, with an unbinding

rate constant of 3 � 10–4 s–1, the binding is practi-

cally irreversible.50,51 The latter property makes

these compounds effective pharmaceuticals. Conse-

quently, a modest impairment to the drug-binding

site by further reducing the on-rate or a significant

opening of the secondary gate that increases the off-

rate will defeat the effectiveness of these pharma-

ceuticals. A reduction of the helix tilt in DHPC

micelles accomplishes the former and drug resistance

of the V27A mutant may be due to the latter effect.

Recently, Hong et al. have reported that the M2 TM

tetramer does not bind drugs while in lipid bilayers

mimicking the bulk viral coat, that is, bilayers high

in cholesterol and sphingomyelin.52 Such bilayers

have a significantly greater hydrophobic thickness

than the liquid crystalline plasma membrane. It is

reasonable to assume that the helix tilt would be

reduced in such an environment, thereby influencing

the on-rate in much the same way that the DHPC

micelle environment has resulted in smaller helix tilt

angles and a lack of drug binding.

The last observation suggests that this viral-

coat mimetic may not be a good model of the native

M2 environment. In fact, it was recently discovered

that M2 is localized at the neck of the budding virus,

where the raft-like domains of the nascent virion

meet the remaining bulk plasma membrane.22,23 M2

in the lower-cholesterol environment of the plasma

membrane alters the membrane curvature, via the

amphipathic helix, and thereby facilitates membrane

scission and release of the budding virus. After

release, a significant fraction of the M2 tetramers

are expected to stay in the lower-cholesterol mem-

brane environment as part of the virion. Fortunately

for further viral replication, only a small number of

protons are needed to acidify the viral interior upon

endocytosis and consequently, a relatively small

number of M2 proton channels are required to be in

the liquid crystalline bilayer environment of the vi-

rion for adequate proton conductance. It is also the

latter environment that sustains the known drug

binding properties of M2.

Before structural information was available

regarding the drug-binding site, it was widely

assumed that the drugs bind in the channel pore,

given that drug-resistant mutations (e.g, V27A,

A30T, and S31N) occurred in likely pore-lining posi-

tions. Amantadine was modeled into the pore and

MD simulations were used to better define the inter-

actions of the bound drug with the protein residues.

One simulation study placed the amantadine bind-

ing site near Ala29.53 A subsequent study found

amantadine to be surrounded by the sidechains of

Ala30 and Ser31 with the bound drug molecule and

the Val27 secondary gate forming an extended block-

age of the channel pore.37 In a third simulation

study, the drug molecule is slightly moved toward

the C-terminal side.54 These simulation results pro-

vide a rationalization for the drug-resistant muta-

tions. In particular, the extended blockage formed by

the bound drug molecule and Val27 lends credence

to the earlier suggestion that the V27A mutation

may cause drug resistance by eliminating the sec-

ondary gate and increasing the off-rate (though not

necessarily affecting the binding affinity55).

With the brief controversy regarding possible

external drug binding sites now settled, the M2 pro-

tein has received renewed interest as a drug tar-

get.56 Computation has been useful in identifying

compounds that are potent inhibitors of the V27A

mutant.57 However, no effective inhibitor of the most

common M2 mutant, S31N, has been found.[*]

*Recently, DeGrado and coworkers have published the first

inhibitors for the M2 S31N mutant in PNAS 110:1315-1320

(Wang et al., 2013).
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Characterization of the H37xxxW41 Quartet

The heart of the M2 proton conductance capability is

in the H37xxxW41 sequence that is the signature motif

for Influenza proton channels (Fig. 4).24 The pKas of

the histidines were first characterized by Hu et al.,41

with the surprising finding that two of the His37 resi-

dues of this tetrad in the middle of the bilayer environ-

ment had higher affinity for protons than His residues

on the surface of water soluble proteins. These two

high proton-affinity pKa values for the M2 tetramer

were both 8.2. In comparison, the His37 residue in the

M2 monomeric TM helix in detergent micelles is about

1.5 pH units lower, at 6.8.58 The latter value is similar

to that of a water-exposed histidine.

The identical value of the first two pKas of the

M2 histidine tetrad further suggests cooperative pro-

ton binding. That is, the first protonation results in

a structural change that facilitates the second proto-

nation. It is known that M2 becomes activated at a

pH of approximately 6.5.59 The third pKa for the his-

tidine tetrad determined in the bilayer environment

was approximately 6.3,41 consistent with this third

proton being the charge responsible for activating

the proton channel. A fourth pKa was suggested in

this study to be below pH 5.

Because of the linkage between proton binding

and tetramerization,[†] a higher proton binding affin-

ity in the tetramer than in the monomer necessarily

means that the tetramer stability increases upon

binding the proton. Therefore, from the set of His37

pKas one can conclude that the tetramer stability

increases as the pH is lowered from 9.0 to �6.5 and

then decreases as the pH is further lowered. This is

exactly what was observed by Ma et al.,18 the pH de-

pendence of the tetramer stability calculated from

the set of observed His37 pKas was in quantitative

agreement with their measurement. As noted by Ma

et al., it might seem counterintuitive that placing

two charges in close proximity (within �6 Å) in a

low dielectric environment should increase the sta-

bility of the tetramer. Based on the appearance of

imidazolium 15Nd1 and 15Ne2 resonances that are

significantly downfield-shifted, similar to model im-

idazole-imidazolium spectra,60 Hu et al.41 proposed

that the His37 residues formed a pair of imidazole-

imidazolium hydrogen bonded dimers, which would

significantly enhance tetramer stability.19 In addi-

tion, the strong hydrogen bonds could disperse each

charge over two rings, thereby reducing the charge-

charge repulsion that could be anticipated. The

exchange broadening of the resonances suggests

His37 sidechain dynamics (see below).

Recently, a new set of pKas were determined for

the M2 TM domain by Hu et al. in the high sphingo-

myelin/cholesterol environment.61 The highest pKa

was 7.5, the second was 6.8 and the third 4.9. These

values suggest a substantially reduced affinity for

protons, but also a lack of cooperative proton binding

and consequently the loss of imidazole-imidazolium

hydrogen bonding that stabilizes the tetramer. As

noted above, the high sphingomyelin/cholesterol con-

tent results in a substantial increase in the bilayer

hydrophobic thickness, and is therefore expect to al-

ter the helix tilt. The sensitivity of the TM domain

tetramer structure to hydrophobic thickness has

been experimentally demonstrated using a variety of

lipid chain lengths.62 In addition to altering the

drug binding affinity, a smaller helix tilt would

change the geometry of the histidine tetrad by alter-

ing the orientation of the backbone with respect to

the bilayer normal. The formation of the imidazole-

imidazolium hydrogen bonds is highly sensitive to

the orientation of the His37 Ca-Cb bonds. Conse-

quently, the new set of pKas appears to reflect influ-

ences by the lipid environment.

We argue here that these pKas are not associ-

ated with the proton channel function of the M2 pro-

tein, although this is a matter of debate.63 At issue

is whether M2 functions in a low-cholesterol, liquid-

crystalline environment or in a high sphingomyelin/

cholesterol environment. Several lines of evidence

suggest the former scenario. First, as described

above, for viral budding, M2 is needed at the periph-

ery of raft-like domains, that is, in a small region of

low-cholesterol, liquid-crystalline plasma membrane

that would be pinched off and integrated into the vi-

rion upon its release. Second, extraction by Triton X-

100 of M2 in virus-infected cell membranes64 and in

synthetic membranes65 showed that most of the M2

protein is not associated with raft-like domains.

Third, although M2 is expressed at nearly the same

level as hemagglutinin and neuraminidase, the

occurrence of M2 in the virion is substantially

under-represented compared with the other two pro-

teins that reside in the raft-like domains.66 That the

under representation reflects exclusion of M2 from

raft-like domains is supported by the observation

that the M2 to hemagglutinin and neuraminidase

ratios increased when the fraction of non-raft-

related lipids increased in the membranes,64 as well

as the fact M2 has a significantly shorter transmem-

brane hydrophobic sequence than the other two pro-

teins (19 amino acids vs. 26–28 amino acids).

Fourth, any M2 tetramer present in a raft-like do-

main should be ineffective for proton conductance.

As already pointed out, the protein does not bind

amantadine in the raft-like lipids and consequently,

if wild-type M2 were to conduct protons in this envi-

ronment then amantadine would be a completely

ineffective drug, which we know from decades of

†Linkage is a term introduced by Wyman to mean that, if a

ligand has different affinities for two states (in the present case

monomer and tetramer), then ligand binding will push the

equilibrium between the two states toward the one with high

ligand affinity.
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pharmacological use not to be the case. Therefore,

we contend that M2 requires a low-cholesterol lipid

environment for virus budding, drug binding, and

proton conductance. This liquid-crystalline environ-

ment allows M2 to bind protons cooperatively and

with high affinity.

Until recently the dimer (or pair) of dimers sym-

metry appeared to be associated with just the His37

sidechain. Andreas et al. showed in 2010 that this sym-

metry also extended to multiple backbone sites in stud-

ies of the conductance domain by MAS spectroscopy in

POPC bilayers above the gel to liquid crystalline phase

transition temperature.67 They also observed a similar

doubling of specific backbone resonances of the con-

ductance domain in DPhPC bilayers. We confirmed

these results in MAS spectra of DOPC bilayer prepara-

tions below the phase transition temperature.14 A

model for the subtle conformational difference originat-

ing at His37 has been suggested by Sharma et al. (Fig.

5).19 The Ca-Ca separation in an imidazole-imidazo-

lium dimer appears to be slightly larger than the Ca-

Ca separation between His37 residues in different

dimers. That is, in a pair of dimers configuration, the

four His37 Ca atoms form a rectangle with short dis-

tances between the dimers and longer distances within

the dimers. Since the dimers appear to interconvert

slowly based on the exchange broadening observed in

the His37 titration,41 this could explain the MAS spec-

tra showing that the dimer of dimers symmetry

extends throughout much of the TM domain.

The characterization of the sidechain geometry

of the H37xxxW41 quartet and surrounding side-

chains is complicated by dynamics described above

and the dynamics associated with proton activation

and conductance that will modulate interatomic dis-

tances. Observed distances should be interpreted in

light of these motions and yet these pH dependent

motions have not been well characterized by ssNMR.

At temperatures below the phase transition, hetero-

geneity may replace the dynamics.

In such a situation involving large amplitude

dynamics, distance restraint weighted conforma-

tional averages observed in solution NMR may not

be particularly meaningful for determining the

His37 sidechain conformation. Consequently, these

sidechain conformations have not been extensively

interpreted in the solution NMR structures. The

early crystal structure appears to be perturbed, as

an octylglucoside forms a hydrogen bond with His37.

On the other hand, the recent crystal structure

(3LBW) shows a four-fold symmetric structure even

for the His37 sidechain and even though the sample

was prepared at pH 6.5. Consequently, this structure

presumably with two or three charges on the histi-

dine tetrad does not provide an explanation for the

cooperativity in proton binding, the enhanced stabil-

ity of the tetramer at pH 6.5 nor the exchange

broadening of the His37 resonances. Clearly, much

more work is needed to characterize not only the dy-

namics, but also the pH-dependent conformational

states of the H37xxxW41 quartet so that the func-

tional mechanism of M2 can be refined.

Figure 5. Exchange of partners between the two

imidazole-imidazolium dimers, adapted from Sharma

et al.19 In the top panel, dimers are formed between chains

A and B and between chains C and D; the bottom panel

models the configuration with AD and BC dimers. The

conversion between the two configurations can be

accomplished by 90� changes in v2 and 10� changes in

Ca-Cb-Cc angles (so that strained Ca-Cb-Cc angles

become relaxed and vice versa), and is facilitated by proton

exchange with nearby water molecules. An interactive view

is available in the electronic version of the article.
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The gating mechanism has attracted particular

attention for computational studies over the years.

An early favored model posits that protonation of

His37 residues leads to their repulsion, creating an

open pore with a continuous water wire for proton

conduction.30,53,68,69 The proton conductance

calculated from such a model was 53 pS, or 3 � 108

protons per second. However, conductance measure-

ments, especially more recent ones using liposome

preparations, place the conductance at the level of

�3 � 102 protons per second.19,70–74 The six orders

of magnitude discrepancy casts doubt on this gating

model.

An alternative model was proposed by Pinto

et al.,31 in which the His37 tetrad relays the proton

from one side of the membrane to another. Quantum

mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calcula-

tions on the H37xxxW41 quartet, constrained by the

backbone structure of 2L0J, were carried out to

investigate the plausibility and provide atomic

details of this model.19 These calculations first con-

firmed that the doubly protonated His37 tetrad can

form a stable dimer of dimers configuration (Fig. 5).

Interestingly, unlike imidazole-imidazolium crystals,

where the two imidazole rings sharing a proton are

perpendicular to each other, the two His37 side-

chains forming a dimer within the confines of the

backbone structure are nearly coplanar. This dimer

arrangement is stabilized in part by a hydrogen

bond between Nd1 and the backbone carbonyl,

formed at the expense of an enlarged Ca-Cb-Cc
angle (by �10�; Fig. 5). The stable dimer of dimers

configuration thus forms a barrier for proton

conductance.

The QM/MM calculations further showed that a

dimer can receive a proton from a hydronium ion

from the N-terminal side of the pore, and pass it

onto a water molecule on the C-terminal side of the

pore via a 45� change in the His37 v2 torsion angle

and relaxation of the His37 Ca-Cb-Cc angle if the

Trp41 primary gate is open. Hence, the His37 side-

chains do not need to undergo dramatic rotations

during the proton relay. On the other hand, the

motion of the Trp41 primary gate could be coupled

to the motion of the backbone. In line with the con-

formational change upon binding amantadine,36 MD

simulations75 have shown that the TM helix can

bend in the vicinity of Gly34, leading to fluctuations

in the size of the C-terminal pore. In the backbone

conformations with a larger pore, the Trp41 indoles

prefer to orient parallel to the pore axis, exposing

the His37 tetrad to the aqueous environment of the

viral interior.

Alternatively, based on the ssNMR structure

1NYJ, which was determined at pH 7.0, and the X-

ray crystal structure 3C9J determined at pH 5,

Klein, Khurana et al. proposed a transporter-like

model for backbone conformational transitions.76

According to this model, the 1NYJ structure, with

the His37 tetrad presumably in the doubly-proto-

nated state and a wide N-terminal pore entrance,

represents the state poised for accepting a proton

from the N-terminal side; the 3C9J structure (or a

model built from it), with the His37 tetrad presum-

ably in the triply-protonated state and a wide C-ter-

minal pore entrance, represents the state in which a

proton has been taken up and is ready for release to

the C-terminal side. However, as noted above, the N-

terminal pore entrance in 1NYJ is likely to be too

wide (due to lack of interhelical distance restraints)

and is tightened during MD simulations in explicit

membrane.37 The wide C-terminal pore entrance in

3C9J could be due to perturbation by the crystal

environment.

The proton relay mechanism delineated by

Sharma et al.19 was further developed into a mathe-

matical model for calculating proton conductance.77

Coming from either side of the membrane, proton

binding to the His37 tetrad was modeled as a diffu-

sion-controlled reaction. Once bound, the proton can

be released to either side of the membrane; the bind-

ing and unbinding rate constants are constrained by

the third pKa (�6.3) of the His37 tetrad. In addition,

the dynamics of the primary and secondary gates

affect the transport of protons into the pore, and this

was modeled into the calculations of the binding rate

constants. This model78 predicts proton conductance

in the observed range (i.e., up to 3 � 102 protons per

second) and quantitatively reproduces observed cur-

rent–voltage and current–pH relations19,79,80 [Fig.

6(A)]. Moreover, it reproduces a 2-fold decrease in

current when the solvent is changed from H2O to

D2O,81 observed by Mould et al.70 [Fig. 6(B)].

Conclusion

Theoretical and computational modeling has become

an integral part of structural biology. Perhaps, this

is particularly true in dealing with the subtle stabil-

ity of small helical membrane proteins. In M2 the

addition of two positive charges into the low dielec-

tric interior of the TM domain appeared to be incon-

gruous with enhanced stability of the tetramer.

However, through QM/MM calculations hydrogen

bonds between the imidazole rings and to the poly-

peptide backbone explain the enhanced stability of

this charged state. The theoretical modeling of pro-

ton conductance leads to validation of the structure

and to a much deeper understanding of the conduct-

ance mechanism.

Within the TM domain of the M2 protein from

Influenza A virus, in addition to a pair of inter-histi-

dine hydrogen bonds that can form near neutral pH,

contributions to tetramer stability largely come from

van der Waals interactions between the TM helices.

Clearly, the membrane mimetic environment can

have significant influences on the structure and
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function of the TM domain. In particular, the helix

tilt is sensitive to the hydrophobic dimension of the

environment. The solution NMR structures in deter-

gent micelles appear to have helix tilt angles that

are too small to support amantadine binding in the

pore. Detergents have a dramatically higher mono-

meric concentration than lipids and hence individual

detergent molecules can become embedded within

the protein structure as in the early crystal struc-

ture. However, a more recent crystal structure

(3LBW) of a stabilizing mutant has a very similar

backbone structure to that obtained for the wild

type protein by ssNMR in liquid crystalline lipid

bilayers (2L0J). Nevertheless the subtle details of

the histidine tetrad essential for proton conductance

appear to be lost in the 3LBW crystal structure.

The thick hydrophobic raft-like environment

with high concentrations of sphingomyelin and

cholesterol typical of the bulk viral coat does not

support an M2 conformation consistent with the

functional properties of the native protein. Neither

the binding of amantadine nor the cooperative bind-

ing of protons that leads to the enhanced tetramer

stability of the protein is observed in this environ-

ment. Surprisingly the incompatibility of the raft-

like environment with proton conductance and drug

binding augurs well for another function of the M2

protein, that of viral budding, which requires the

positioning of M2 in the boundary between the raft-

like environment and the bulk plasma membrane

for the pinching off of the viral particle.

M2 has been an important proving ground for

understanding the balance of intra-protein interac-

tions and the interactions between a protein and its

environment. The strategy of combining structural

data obtained from native-like environments with

computational and theoretical modeling to unearth

functional mechanisms, illustrated here, should

have wide applications.
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